Math 101 Class Contract
Read this contract all the way through before you sign it. Make sure you follow all of the
directions carefully!
I,

(print your name), in

(print your class), section number
(print the section
number for your class), did, in fact, read the syllabus for this class. If I had any questions about anything
on the syllabus, I asked them. I understand the following expectations:

1.
I understand that I am expected to attend class. If I miss any class sessions, I
understand that I may be unable to earn the grade that I want.
Initial this box:

2.

I understand that I am expected to study independently for 2 hours for each hour
I spend in class.

Check this box:

3.

I understand that there are penalties for cheating. I understand what cheating is,
and, if I am caught cheating, I will not claim that I thought what I was doing was
normal or permissible.

Initial this box:

4.

I understand that it is my responsibility to drop this class in the event that I
choose not to complete it, or if I am unable to complete it. I will not expect the
instructor to perform this responsibility for me.

Check this box:

5.

I understand that it is my responsibility to meet the requirements and written
directions of assignments. To indicate my understanding, I have written the fifth
letter of the alphabet in the following box. I will not expect reminders of deadlines
or requirements from the instructor.

6.

I understand that there will be no make-up assignments, nor do I expect to be
allowed to take tests or quizzes late. I know that my grade is related to my ability
to complete assignments and evaluations as arranged by the instructor within the
scheduled time for this class, and to indicate this understanding, I have written
the number four in the following box.

By continuing to be enrolled in this class, I have agreed to abide by the above requirements, and
any other reasonable requirements given by the instructor in class. I understand that I am under
no obligation to take this particular class, so my submission to these requirements is voluntary.

Signature

Date

This contract is an extra credit assignment. Complete this page correctly and return it to Mr.
Adams personally to earn 1 extra credit point for every week remaining in the semester
(maximum 10).These points will only be added to your overall class
total in the event it will bring you to a higher grade.
You may only turn in one contract per semester.

